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• Markets stay relatively quiet on Tuesday as investors prepare for the week's key macroeconomic

events. The US economic docket will feature Housing Price Index and S&P/Case Shiller Home

Price Indices data. Additionally, the Conference Board will release its Consumer Confidence

Index for October.

• S&P Global's manufacturing purchasing managers' index fell to 49.9 in October from 52 in

September, below the 51 expected in a survey compiled by Bloomberg and an indication of

contraction in the sector. The drop to a 28-month low follows regional manufacturing sector

readings from the New York and Philadelphia Federal Reserve banks that also pointed to factory

contraction.

• The Chinese Communist Party closed a summit over the weekend during which President Xi

Jinping was handed power for a third five-year term. This implies a likely continuation of strict

policies that leadership had previously implemented, including the country's zero-COVID-19

policy, a report from Barron's said.
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➢ The EUR/USD pair has sensed selling pressure after hitting an intraday high of 0.9900 in the

Tokyo session. The data from Germany showed that the IFO Expectations Index edged higher to

75.6 in October from 75.3 in September, surpassing the market expectation of 75. The IFO

Current Assessment Index, however, declined to 94.1 from 94.5 in the same period.

➢ That said, the bulls could aim the downtrend line from June 27 high near 0.9950 as an

immediate target during the further advances. Meanwhile, pullback moves will be limited by the

support of 0.9850 before challenging last day's low, around 0.9800.
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➢ GBP/USD nullifies early Asian session gains while dropping back to 1.1290 heading into

Tuesday’s European session. On Monday, Sir Graham Brady, chair of the 1922 Committee,

announced that Rishi Sunak is elected as leader of the Conservative Party and new prime minister

following Penny Mordaunt's decision to drop out of the contest.

➢ Meanwhile, Bank of England (BoE) Deputy Governor Dave Ramsden reiterated that they will

take necessary steps to get inflation back to the target while adding that they have to take into

account the fall in the value of the pound when deciding on the policy.

➢ A sustained move above 1.1380 will send cable to October 05 high, around 1.1500. A breach of

the latter will drive the asset towards 1.1600, followed by September 13 high near 1.1740. On the

contrary, sellers need to conquer Friday's low around 1.1050 to aim for the October 12 low at

1.0920.
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➢ The USD/JPY pair has turned sideways in a narrow range of 148.50-149.10 after dropping from

Monday’s high.

➢ Citing Bank of Japan (BOJ) Governor Haruhiko Kuroda, a Japanese government official said

that the recent "sharp, one-sided yen weakness" was not good for the economy. In the

meantime, Japanese Finance Minister Shunichi Suzuki reiterated that he saw no contradiction

between the government's yen-buying currency intervention and the central bank's ultra-loose

monetary policy.

➢ For more upside, bulls need to surpass 150.00, which will send the pair to last week's high at

152.00. On the flip side, the sellers need a sustained move below the support of 146.00 to retake

control.
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➢ XAU/USD stays depressed around $1,650, keeping the previous day’s pullback moves heading

into Tuesday’s European session. US Dollar Index (DXY) picks up bids to regain the 112.00

threshold while paring the first weekly loss in three amid an absence of Fedspeak. It should be

noted that the hawkish Fedspeak and downbeat US PMIs also underpin the DXY’s safe-haven

demand.

➢ China’s efforts to defend the struggling economy and global pessimism over Xi Jinping's third

term, not to forget Hang Seng’s slump to a 13-year low, exert downside pressure on the market

sentiment and the XAU/USD prices.

➢ The sellers need to conquer the support of $1,640 to aim for October 19 low, around $1,628.

Alternatively, the resistance of $1,660 challenges the short-term upside of Gold ahead of

Monday's high, surrounding $1,670.
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➢ US stocks closed higher Monday ahead of quarterly earnings from major technology companies

due later in the week. The S&P 500 advanced 1.2% to 3,797.35. Barring materials and real estate,

all sectors notched gains, led by healthcare and consumer staples.

➢ US-listed Chinese stocks such as JD.com and Baidu, as well as US companies with substantial

exposure to China such as Las Vegas Sands and Wynn Resorts were among the worst performers

on the S&P 500.

➢ The break of the downtrend line from August 16 high keeps bulls hopeful to aim for September 20

low, around 3,830. A breach of the latter will drive the asset towards September 21 high at 3,900.

Alternatively, bears can take control if the index plunge below the support of 3,750. This will drag

the asset towards last week's low, surrounding 3,640.
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